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scientists are made, not born - unionstatsu - scientists are made, not born by w. michael cox and richard
alm published: february 28, 2005 allas — do women have what it takes to become scientists? the national
debate on the issue - touched off by the unfortunate comments of harvard's president, lawrence summers has so far missed the central point: scientists are made, not born. scientists of atomic structure - scientists
of atomic structure wilhelm röntgen (1845-1923) german physicist who discovered x-rays in 1895 after
observing that a sheet of paper coated with barium platinocyanide glowed when a cathode ray tube (crt) was
turned on. (a crt is a high-vacuum tube in which cathode rays produce a luminous the 100 most influential
scientists of all time - 7 the 100 most influential scientists of all time 7 10 begins with a contemporary of
aristotle’s named hippocrates, who is commonly regarded as the “father of medicine.” perhaps hippocrates’
most enduring legacy to information and heredity, cellular basis of life q: what ... - information and
heredity, cellular basis of life q: what is the structure of dna, and how does it function in genetic inheritance?
what i learned 12.3 how do cells copy their dna? 12.1 how did scientists determine that dna is responsible for
storing, copying, and transmitting genetic information? 12.2 how was the basic structure of dna discovered?
even theories of climate change - science and public ... - theories of climate change put forward by
prominent scientists but overlooked in the rush to judgment. this booklet identifies seven theories – agw plus
six others that do not claim man-made co 2 is a major cause of climate change. each theory is plausible and
sheds light on some aspects of climate change the atomic model - texas gateway - the atomic model has
changed over time. for over two centuries, scientists have created different models of the atom. as scientists
have learned more and more about atoms, the atomic model has changed. hubble space telescope’s top
science findings - the hubble space telescope is one of the most powerful and prolific science instruments
ever made, earning a place as one of the techni-cal wonders of the modern world. from its lofty perch 350
miles above earth, hubble sees farther and sharper than any previous tele-scope, producing breathtaking
images that have astounded astronomers and the ... contribution of muslim scientists to the world contribution of muslim scientists to the world: an overview of some selected fields by ... this offer to discover
and examine made muslims fascinated in mathematics, physics, medicine and the other sciences. the muslims
developed the symbol for zero and they ... atomic theory – scientist timeline - atomic theory – scientist
timeline key below is a list of individuals that have made significant contributions to the concept of the atomic
theory. your task today is to match the scientist with the appropriate description. some scientists will have
more than one description associated with them. activity 1: timeline end of course biology - solpass - it
allows scientists to rule out models that have already been tested. it narrows their field of research because
most important discoveries in biology have already been made. it gives biologists an understanding of their
field so they can expand on earlier knowledge. it provides background information since most conclusions from
before 1950 the creation of the world – according to science - measurement, it has led scientists to come
up with fascinating ideas and observations: the big bang, the concept of inflation, the fact that most of the
world is made up of dark matter and dark energy which we can not perceive, and more. of course scientists
cannot claim to know the definitive truth. but we can approach the multiple independent discovery &
creativity in science - made by scientists working indepen-dently of each other.d merton says, novt?mwr 5,
‘iymi “sometimes the discoveries are simul-taneous or almost so; sometimes a scientist will make a new
discovery which, unknown to him, somebody else has made years before. ”d one of the most commonly cited
examples is the in-dependent formulation of the ... quotes from famous scientists about god - quotes
from famous scientists about god “the best data we have are exactly what i would have predicted had i
nothing to go on but the five books of moses, the psalms, the bible as a whole, in that the universe appears to
have order and purpose.” arno penzias (b. 1933), american physicist and nobel laureate for the discovery of
the teaching about how scientists make inferences - how scientists make inferences. distinguishing
between observations and inferences can help students better understand how scientists use evidence to
answer questions. teaching about how scientists make inferences the following guidelines can be used to
teach how scientists make inferences based on observations. • select an appropriate text. name: date:
reading: scientists are making dinosaurs! - dinosaurs”! in chile, in 2015, scientists changed chicken dna
to make the feet of chickens more similar to dinosaur feet, and in 2016 the same scientists made the legs of
chickens more like dinosaur legs. meanwhile, scientists in the united states have been successful in making
chicken beaks more like the mouths of dinosaurs. this is
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